**Intuitive Color Touchscreen**

- **For Use with All Gemini Panels:** P816, P1632, P1664, P3200, P9600 & X255
- **Compact** Hardwired 4.3”, Color Decor-Friendly Security Touchscreen
- **Use on New Installations or for Upgrades** - Powers from the control panel bus
- **Easy Retrofit For All Gemini Alphanumeric Keypads** (GEMRP1CAE2; GEMK1CA), No Reprogramming, Cosmetic Backplate Wall-Cover, Included
- **Intuitive Central One-Button Arming, Status Icons &/or More** Traditional Keypad View - Remote Control with Gemini App
- **Keypad View with Simulated Custom Alphanumeric Dual-Line Display,** by Area with Time & Date
- **Adjustable Multi-Level Sounder and Screen Brightness Levels**
- **Built-In 4-Zone EZM Expander**
- **System Support** - for all Gemini Panels (Consult Panel WI2479CLF For Details)

**Note:** GEM-TOUCH Touchscreen Cannot be Used for Panel Programming

---

**SPECIFICATIONS**

- **Dimensions:** 5.38” W x 3.75” H x 1.38” D
- **Boot Current:** 249mA peak
- **Nominal Operating Current:** 148mA peak
- **PGM:** Maximum 5mA, +12V nominal.
- **Environmental:** 32°F to 122°F (0°C to 50°C)

---

**ORDERING INFO**

- **GEMTOUCH** Security Touchscreen, wired,Built-in 4-Zone EZM expander.
- **WI2479CLF** Installation Instructions
- **OI426LF** Operating Guide

**GEMINI PANELS**

- **GEM-X255** 8-255 Zone Hardwire/Wireless Panel w/ Xformer
- **GEM-P9600** 8-96 Zone Hardwire/Wireless Panel w/ Xformer

**GEM-P3200** 8-32 Zone or 48 Wireless Zone Hardwire/Wireless Panel w/ Xformer
**GEM-P1664** 8-64 Zone Hardwire/Wireless Panel w/ Xformer
**GEM-P1632** 8-32 Zone Hardwire/Wireless Panel w/ Xformer
**GEM-P816** 8-16 Zone Hardwire/Wireless Panel w/ Xformer

(See A762A for complete Gemini System Accessories)

---

**Note:** For systems with multiple keypads, all keypads must be all “classic” (GEM-RP prefix) or all “K Series” (GEM-K prefix). Keypad types cannot be mixed. Always consult WiTech docs for complete system specs, and current compliances. Some options unavailable or require separate accessory component. ‡, purchase &/or subscription. †Max. iBridge Touchscreens 4 per system. Specifications subject to change w/o notice. AB20